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Abstract: How many strong C−I· · ·N halogen bonds can one 1,3,5-trifluoro-2,4,6-triiodobenzene
molecule form in a crystal structure? To answer this question, we investigated in detail the noncovalent
interactions between 1,3,5-trifluoro-2,4,6-triiodobenzene and a series of 1,10-phenanthroline derivatives
by employing a combined theoretical and experimental method. The results of the quantum chemical
calculations and crystallographic experiments clearly show that there is a structural competition
between a C−I· · ·N halogen bond and π· · ·π stacking interaction. For example, when there are
much stronger π· · ·π stacking interactions between two 1,10-phenanthroline derivative molecules
or between two 1,3,5-trifluoro-2,4,6-triiodobenzene molecules in the crystal structures, then one
1,3,5-trifluoro-2,4,6-triiodobenzene molecule forms only one C−I· · ·N halogen bond with one
1,10-phenanthroline derivative molecule. Another example is when π· · ·π stacking interactions
in the crystal structures are not much stronger, one 1,3,5-trifluoro-2,4,6-triiodobenzene molecule can
form two C−I· · ·N halogen bonds with two 1,10-phenanthroline derivative molecules.

Keywords: halogen bond; bifurcated halogen bond; π· · ·π stacking interaction; quantum chemical
calculation; crystallographic experiment

1. Introduction

The pioneering work of Resnati, Metrangolo, and coworkers has led to a surge of interest
in one of the most important noncovalent interactions—the halogen bond [1,2]. The key role of
the halogen bond in molecular materials assembly, drug design, and other related fields has been
unveiled in the last thirty years [1–20]. The strength of the halogen-bond donor increases in the
order, F < Cl < Br < I. On the other hand, the strength of the halogen bonds can be enhanced
by introducing electron-withdrawing substituents to the halogen-bond donors, such as fluorine
atom, nitro groups, cyano groups, etc. [6]. These findings have been confirmed by both experiments
and theoretical calculations [6]. Therefore, perfluorohaloarenes are particularly good halogen-bond
donors. As one of the most commonly used halogen-bond donors, 1,3,5-trifluoro-2,4,6-triiodobenzene
(TFTIB), has been utilized in the construction of various supramolecular architectures with intriguing
topology and interesting properties [21]. The TFTIB molecule has three C−I bonds. It is natural
to assume that TFTIB is a tritopic halogen-bonding donor and it can form three strong C−I· · ·N
halogen bonds with the Lewis bases containing electron-rich nitrogen atoms. To gain insight into
the factors controlling the formation of multiple halogen bonds with a single TFTIB molecule,
van der Boom and coworkers studied the cocrystals formed by TFTIB with a series of pyridyl
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derivatives [22,23]. They found that the cocrystals that were obtained consistently contained two
C−I· · ·N halogen bonds instead of the anticipated three C−I· · ·N halogen bonds [22,23]. In a later
study, Bruce et al. argued that a single TFTIB molecule might be able to form three halogen bonds
based on the observations that three C−I· · ·N halogen bonds were utilized in the complex with
4-(N,N-dimethylamino)pyridine [24]. In 2014, Aakeröy and coworkers reported that a cocrystal
formed by TFTIB with 1,1’-bibenzyl-2,2’-biimidazole, in which a single TFTIB molecule formed three
C−I· · ·N halogen bonds with three 1,1’-bibenzyl-2,2’-biimidazole molecules [25]. In a recent study,
Hidalgo et al. reported a series of five crystal structures of 1:1 halogen-bonded complexes between
TFTIB and 4-[5-(4-alkoxyphenyl)-1,3,4-oxadiazole-2-yl]pyridine. In each of the five crystal structures,
one TFTIB molecule formed three C−I· · ·N halogen bonds with neutral halogen atom acceptors [26].
Unfortunately, the latter two studies did not discuss the factors controlling the formation of multiple
halogen bonds with a single TFTIB molecule. It is worth noting that other studies showed that if much
stronger ionic halogen bonds were employed, then all three iodine atoms of TFTIB could be halogen
bonded, provided that the voids generated in the network were filled by a suitable cation [27–29].

Increasing the number of iodine atoms in a single aromatic molecule does not always result
in the formation of multiple halogen bonds, as mentioned above. Therefore, what are the factors
determining whether a single aromatic molecule is a monotopic, ditopic, or tritopic halogen-bond
donor? Employing a combined experimental and theoretical approach, van der Boom and coworkers
concluded that the reluctance of the formation of a supramolecular assembly having a third C−I· · ·N
halogen bond does not depend on the size of the bispyridine donor systems or the weakening of
the C−I· · ·N noncovalent interactions. More pyridine moieties coordinated to TFTIB might be a
contributing factor in the consistent formation of two rather than three C−I· · ·N halogen bonds [22,23].
However, the experimental and theoretical study of the halogen-bonded complex between TFTIB and
4-(N,N-dimethylamino)pyridine showed that the weakening of the C−I· · ·N halogen bonds, as more
halogen-bond acceptors coordinate to TFTIB, was not an obstacle to the formation of multiple halogen
bonds in polyiodo systems [24]. Our previous theoretical calculations showed that, with the increasing
number of iodine atoms, the π· · ·π stacking interaction between two C6FxI(6−x) (x = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5)
molecules became much stronger, and the π· · ·π stacking interaction between two TFTIB molecules was
stronger than the halogen bond between TFTIB and pyridine [30,31]. The subsequent crystallographic
study confirmed the above theoretical predictions, and showed that a strong C−I· · ·N halogen bond
successfully competed with the π· · ·π interaction between two 1,3-diiodotetrafluorobenzene molecules,
while the π· · ·π interaction between two TFTIB molecules competed successfully with the strong
C−I· · ·N halogen bond [32].

From the discussion above, it seems that the structural competition between the π· · ·π
interaction and C−I· · ·N halogen bond plays a dominant role in determining the formation of
two or three C−I· · ·N halogen bonds. We still need more related studies to provide multiple,
converging findings. In the present study, we investigated the structural competition between the
π· · ·π interaction and C−I· · ·N halogen bond in the crystal structures of the cocrystals formed
by TFTIB with 2-chloro-1,10-phenanthroline (ClPHEN), 2-bromo-1,10-phenanthroline (BrPHEN),
2-methyl-1,10-phenanthroline (CH3PHEN), and 2,9-dimethyl-1,10-phenanthroline (DCH3PHEN),
respectively, by employing a combined theoretical and experimental method.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Quantum Chemical Calculation

The complexes formed by TFTIB with pyridine and 4-(N,N-dimethylamino)pyridine were selected
as models to study the cooperativity or anticooperativity of the halogen bonds. The structures of all
these model complexes were fully optimized at the ωB97X-D/def2-TZVPP level of theory [33–35].
The binding energies were also calculated at this theory level. For the halogen-bonded or π-stacked
complexes in the crystal structures, their structures were not optimized and only single-point binding
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energies were calculated at the ωB97X-D/def2-TZVPP theory level. The binding energies were
calculated with the supermolecule method and corrected for basis set superposition error using the
Boys and Bernardi function counterpoise method [36]. The reliability of the ωB97X-D/def2-TZVPP
calculations for the study of the noncovalent interactions can be found in our previous paper [31].
An “ultrafine” integration grid was used for all the ωB97X-D/def2-TZVPP calculations to avoid
possible integration grid errors. The bonding characteristic of the C−I· · ·N halogen bonds was
analyzed using the natural bond orbital (NBO) theory of Weinhold and co-workers [37]. NBO analyses
were carried out at the ωB97X-D/def2-TZVPP level of theory using ωB97X-D/def2-TZVPP geometry.
All the calculations were performed with the GAUSSIAN 09 program package [38].

2.2. Crystal Preparation

The halogen atom donor TFTIB and the halogen atom acceptors ClPHEN, BrPHEN, CH3PHEN,
and DCH3PHEN were purchased from Aldrich Chemical Co., and used without further purification.
The solvent for crystallization was trichloromethane and was used as received. The halogen atom
donor (0.50 mmol) and halogen atom acceptor (0.50 mmol) were dissolved in 15 mL trichloromethane at
room temperature. After filtration, the solution was slowly evaporated at room temperature. The single
crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction studies were obtained in about two days.

2.3. Measurement

Single crystal X-ray diffraction data were collected on a Rigaku AFC10 diffractometer (Rigaku
Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) equipped with Rigaku Supranava X-ray generator (graphite-monochromatic
Mo-Kα radiation, λ = 0.71073 Å) at room temperature. All structures were solved and refined
by a combination of direct methods and difference Fourier syntheses, using the SHELX-2014 and
Olex2.0 programs [39,40]. Anisotropic thermal parameters were assigned to all non-hydrogen atoms.
The hydrogen atoms were set in calculated positions and refined as riding atoms with a common isotropic
thermal parameter. Crystallographic data have been deposited at the Cambridge Crystallographic Data
Centre (deposition numbers CCDC 1891219, 1891220, 1891221, and 1891222). Copies of the data can be
obtained free of charge via http://www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/conts/retrieving.html.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Anticooperativity of the Halogen Bonds

The interconnected halogen bonds may not only enhance, but also reduce the strengths of each
other. The strengthening effect is often called cooperativity and the weakening effect is often called
anticooperativity. When the interconnected halogen bonds run in the same direction, all the halogen
bonds become stronger. On the contrary, the different directions of the interconnected halogen bonds
will lead to local or whole anticooperativity. Evidently, the anticooperativity of the C−I· · ·N halogen
bonds occurs as two or three pyridine molecules coordinate to one TFTIB molecule. The density
functional theory calculations have revealed a weakening of the C−I· · ·N halogen bonds as more
pyridine moieties coordinate to the TFTIB [22]. Is the anticooperativity of the C−I· · ·N halogen bonds
a contributing factor to the formation of two rather than three C−I· · ·N halogen bonds? To answer
this question, we still need more data.

Figure 1 illustrates the C−I bond lengths, C−I· · ·N halogen bond lengths (I· · ·N
distances), and C−I· · ·N halogen bond strengths for the monomer TFTIB and molecular clusters
containing TFTIB calculated at the ωB97X-D/def2-TZVPP level of theory. As more pyridine or
4-(N,N-dimethylamino)pyridine moieties coordinate to the TFTIB, the C−I bond lengths become
smaller, the C−I· · ·N halogen bond lengths become larger, and the C−I· · ·N halogen bond strengths
become smaller. It is reasonable that the C−I bond length is proportional to the C−I· · ·N halogen bond
strength, and the C−I· · ·N halogen bond length is inversely proportional to the C−I· · ·N halogen
bond strength. The NBO analysis will allow us to quantitatively evaluate the charge transfer involving
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the formation of the halogen bond. The results of the NBO analyses show that the charge-transfer
stabilization energies for n(N)→σ*(C−I) decrease with the increase in the number of pyridine or
4-(N,N-dimethylamino)pyridine moieties, which is in accordance with the trend of general reduction
in that the C−I· · ·N halogen bond strengthens as more pyridines or 4-(N,N-dimethylamino)pyridines
are coordinated to the TFTIB. All these data indicate the anticooperativity of the C−I· · ·N halogen
bonds. A comparison of the C−I· · ·N halogen bond strengths can give more information. As shown
in Figure 1, the C−I· · ·N halogen bond strength is lower by 11% and 20%, respectively, on addition
of two and three pyridine moieties, and the C−I· · ·N halogen bond strength is lower by 16% and
30%, respectively, on addition of two and three 4-(N,N-dimethylamino)pyridine moieties. This means
that the magnitude of the anticooperativity of the C−I· · ·N halogen bonds is much larger on addition
of successive 4-(N,N-dimethylamino)pyridines than on addition of successive pyridines. However,
the experimental fact is that a cocrystal formed by TFTIB with 4-(N,N-dimethylamino)pyridine contains
three C−I· · ·N halogen bonds, whereas the cocrystals formed by TFTIB with a series of bipyridyl
derivatives consistently contain two C−I· · ·N halogen bonds [22,24]. Hence, it can be concluded that
the anticooperativity of the C−I· · ·N halogen bonds is not a contributing factor to the formation of
two rather than three C−I· · ·N halogen bonds.
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Figure 1. The C−I bond lengths (black numbers, in Å), I· · ·N distances (green numbers,
in Å), and C−I· · ·N halogen bond strengths (red numbers, in kcal/mol) for the monomer
1,3,5-trifluoro-2,4,6-triiodobenzene (TFTIB) and molecular clusters containing TFTIB calculated at
the ωB97X-D/def2-TZVPP level of theory.

3.2. Structural Competition between C−I· · ·N Halogen Bond and π· · ·π Stacking Interaction in the
Crystal Structures

Our density functional theory calculations have clearly demonstrated that the anticooperativity
of the C−I· · ·N halogen bonds was not a contributing factor in determining the number of C−I· · ·N
halogen bonds that one TFTIB molecule formed. Is the structural competition between a C−I· · ·N
halogen bond and π· · ·π stacking interaction in the crystal structures the determining factor? To answer
this question, in the present study we selected TFTIB as the halogen atom donor and ClPHEN,
BrPHEN, CH3PHEN, and DCH3PHEN as halogen atom acceptors to synthesize a series of halogen
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bonded cocrystals. It was found that TFTIB crystallized readily with ClPHEN, BrPHEN, CH3PHEN,
and DCH3PHEN in a trichloromethane solvent, yielding cocrystals I, II, III and IV, respectively.
The crystallographic data and structure refinement parameters are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Crystallographic data and structure refinement parameters for I, II, III and IV.

Cocrystal I II III IV

CCDC No. 1891221 1891219 1891220 1891222
Formula C18H7ClF3I3N2 C18H7BrF3I3N2 C19H10F3I3N2 C20H12F3I3N2

Formula weight 724.41 768.87 703.99 718.02
Crystal size/mm3 0.24 × 0.15 × 0.017 0.30 × 0.27 × 0.26 0.27 × 0.26 × 0.19 0.31 × 0.28 × 0.24

Crystal system monoclinic monoclinic monoclinic triclinic
Space group P21/c P21/c P21/n P-1

a/Å 14.2733(5) 14.2515(4) 17.9454(9) 9.6529(7)
b/Å 18.2696(6) 18.2923(6) 4.4461(3) 9.6760(5)
c/Å 7.6371(4) 7.6939(3) 25.0595(14) 11.8940(7)
α/◦ 90 90 90 81.258(5)
β/◦ 91.662(3) 90.725(3) 93.433(5) 88.575(5)
γ/◦ 90 90 90 72.537(6)

Volume/Å3 1990.69(13) 2005.57(12) 1995.81(19) 1047.15(12)
Z 4 4 4 2

ρcalc/g cm–3 2.417 2.546 2.343 2.277
T/K 287.12(10) 293(2) 289.78(10) 293(2)

2θ Range for data
collection/◦ 6.52–50.992 6.92–51.00 6.92–51.00 6.612–50.994

Reflections
collected 10704 11373 10763 12066

No. unique data
[R(int)] 3622 [0.0282] 3729 [0.0273] 3689 [0.0384] 3892 [0.0379]

Final R (I > 2σ(I)) 0.0319 0.0302 0.0392 0.0508
Final wR2 (all data) 0.0611 0.0567 0.0877 0.1550

Goodness-of-fit 1.065 1.039 1.113 1.072

TFTIB with ClPHEN formed 1:1 cocrystal I. The supramolecular structure of I (Figure 2) was
characterized by asymmetrical bifurcated halogen bonds, π· · ·π stacking interaction between two
TFTIB molecules, and π· · ·π stacking interaction between two ClPHEN molecules. The molecule
ClPHEN is asymmetrical. It is natural that the three-center halogen bond formed by ClPHEN is
asymmetrical too, and the two-center halogen bond close to the C−Cl bond is a little longer than the
two-center halogen bond away from the C−Cl bond due to the steric hindrance. In the three-center
halogen bond, one I· · ·N distance was 2.974 Å and the other I· · ·N distance was 3.363 Å, both of which
were smaller than the sum of the I and N van der Waals radii (3.530 Å) [41]. The C−I· · · F halogen
bonds, C−I· · ·Cl halogen bonds, and C−H· · · F hydrogen bonds were also observed in the crystal
structure of I, but these interactions were too weak to be considered in this study. Although, these weak
noncovalent interactions also played an important role in the construction of the three-dimensional
framework of I. According to our calculations at the ωB97X-D/def2-TZVPP theory level, the strengths
of these weak noncovalent interactions were all smaller than 2.00 kcal/mol. It was anticipated that
one TFTIB molecule would form three asymmetrical bifurcated halogen bonds with three ClPHEN
molecules in the crystal structure of I. In fact, only one asymmetrical bifurcated halogen bond was
observed. At the ωB97X-D/def2-TZVPP level of theory, the binding energy of the asymmetrical
bifurcated halogen bond was 7.87 kcal/mol, the binding energy of the π-stacked TFTIB dimer was 10.55
kcal/mol, and the binding energy of the π-stacked ClPHEN dimer was 16.11 kcal/mol. The π· · ·π
stacking interaction between two TFTIB molecules was as much as 1.34 times stronger than the
asymmetrical bifurcated halogen bond, and the π· · ·π stacking interaction between two ClPHEN
molecules was over two times stronger than the asymmetrical bifurcated halogen bond. Evidently,
the formation of the π-stacked structures had priority over the formation of the halogen bonded
structures. Both experiment and calculation show that the π· · ·π stacking interactions between the
TFTIB molecules and the π· · ·π stacking interactions between the ClPHEN molecules can successfully
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compete with the strong C−I· · ·N halogen bonds. It is the structural competition between the π· · ·π
stacking interaction and strong C−I· · ·N halogen bond that determines how many halogen bonds one
TFTIB molecule can form.
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halogen bond, π· · ·π stacking interaction between two TFTIB molecules, and π· · ·π stacking interaction
between two ClPHEN molecules

As shown in Table 1 and Figure 3, the crystal structure of II was almost the same as the crystal
structure of I, differing only in that the substituent of 1,10-phenanthroline was changed from chloro
to bromo. Similarly, the asymmetrical bifurcated halogen, π· · ·π stacking interaction between two
TFTIB molecules, and π· · ·π stacking interaction between two BrPHEN molecules were also found
in the crystal structure of II (Figure 3). In the three-center halogen bond, one I· · ·N distance close to
the C−Br bond was 3.377 Å and the other I· · ·N distance away from the C−Br bond was 2.973 Å,
each of them was similar to the corresponding I· · ·N distance in the crystal structure of I. At the
ωB97X-D/def2-TZVPP level of theory, the binding energy of the asymmetrical bifurcated halogen
bond was 8.15 kcal/mol, the binding energy of the π-stacked TFTIB dimer was 10.52 kcal/mol,
and the binding energy of the π-stacked BrPHEN dimer was 16.95 kcal/mol. The π· · ·π stacking
interaction between two TFTIB molecules was as much as 1.29 times stronger than the asymmetrical
bifurcated halogen bond, and the π· · ·π stacking interaction between two BrPHEN molecules was
over two times stronger than the asymmetrical bifurcated halogen bond. Again, it was the stronger
π· · ·π stacking interactions between the TFTIB molecules and stronger π· · ·π stacking interactions
between the BrPHEN molecules that led one TFTIB molecule to form only one asymmetrical bifurcated
halogen bond.

When the substituent of 1,10-phenanthroline was changed from chloro or bromo to methyl,
cocrystal III was formed. Cocrystal III was also monoclinic. In the crystal structure of III, one TFTIB
molecule also formed only one asymmetrical bifurcated halogen bond (Figure 4). The methyl group in
CH3PHEN was electron-donating, so the asymmetrical bifurcated halogen bond in the crystal structure
of III should have been a little stronger than that in the crystal structure of I or II. This can be seen
from the shorter I· · ·N distances in the asymmetrical bifurcated halogen bond in the crystal structure
of III. In the three-center halogen bond, one I· · ·N distance close to the methyl group was 3.352 Å
and the other I· · ·N distance away from the methyl group was 2.920 Å. Correspondingly, the binding
energy of the asymmetrical bifurcated halogen bond was 9.23 kcal/mol at the ωB97X-D/def2-TZVPP
level of theory. At the same time, the binding energy of the π-stacked TFTIB dimer was 9.25 kcal/mol
and the binding energy of the π-stacked CH3PHEN dimer was 11.96 kcal/mol. Both experiment and
calculation show that the π· · ·π stacking interactions successfully competed with the strong C−I· · ·N
halogen bonds in the crystal structure of III.
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Figure 4. Part of the crystal structure of III showing the formation of an asymmetrical bifurcated
halogen bond, π· · ·π stacking interaction between two TFTIB molecules, and π· · ·π stacking interaction
between two CH3PHEN molecules.

Crystallization of TFTIB with DCH3PHEN in the trichloromethane solvent yielded cocrystal
IV. Cocrystal IV had the symmetry of triclinic space group P-1. It can be clearly seen from Figure 5
that the asymmetrical bifurcated halogen bond, monocoordinate C−I· · ·N halogen bond, and π· · ·π
stacking interaction between two TFTIB molecules were formed in the crystal structure of IV. At the
ωB97X-D/def2-TZVPP level of theory, the binding energy of the asymmetrical bifurcated halogen
bond was 7.48 kcal/mol, the binding energy of the monocoordinate C−I· · ·N halogen bond was
7.50 kcal/mol, and the binding energy of the π-stacked TFTIB dimer was 8.52 kcal/mol. The π· · ·π
stacking interaction between two TFTIB molecules was slightly stronger than both the asymmetrical
bifurcated halogen bond and the monocoordinate C−I· · ·N halogen bond. As shown in Figure 5,
the π· · ·π stacking interaction between two TFTIB molecules is different from the ones in Figures 2–4.
Here, the I atom of one TFTIB molecule is on the top of the electron-deficient six-membered ring of
the other TFTIB molecule. In this case, the π· · ·π stacking interaction between two TFTIB molecules
can also be interpreted as two pairs of attractive lp(I)-π-hole interactions. Different from the case in
the crystal structure of I, II or III, there was no π· · ·π stacking interaction between two DCH3PHEN
molecules in the crystal structure of IV, and one TFTIB molecule formed two halogen bonds with two
different DCH3PHEN molecules. Evidently, the lack of the π· · ·π stacking interaction between two
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DCH3PHEN molecules was related directly to the increase of the number of C−I· · ·N halogen bonds
that one TFTIB molecule formed. This again proves that it is the structural competition between the
π· · ·π stacking interaction and strong C−I· · ·N halogen bond that determines how many halogen
bonds one TFTIB molecule can form.
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Figure 5. Part of the crystal structure of IV showing the formation of an asymmetrical bifurcated
halogen bond, monocoordinate halogen bond, and π· · ·π stacking interaction between two
TFTIB molecules.

4. Conclusions

In order to answer the question of how many halogen bonds one TFTIB molecule can form in
the crystal structures, in the present study, we have investigated the noncovalent interactions in the
complexes formed by TFTIB with ClPHEN, BrPHEN, CH3PHEN, and DCH3PHEN, respectively,
by employing a combined theoretical and experimental method. The density functional theory
calculations show that the anticooperativity of the C−I· · ·N halogen bonds was not a contributing
factor to the formation of two rather than three C−I· · ·N halogen bonds. Both crystallographic
experiments and density functional theory calculations clearly show that it was the structural
competition between the π· · ·π stacking interaction and the strong C−I· · ·N halogen bond that
determined how many halogen bonds one TFTIB molecule formed. Here, it must be stressed that other
noncovalent interactions can also compete with the strong C−I· · ·N halogen bond in the formation
of supramolecular architectures. Considering that the π· · ·π stacking interaction is one of the most
important and widely studied intermolecular interactions in crystal engineering, we only focused on
the structural competition between the π· · ·π stacking interaction and the strong C−I· · ·N halogen
bond in this study.

The TFTIB molecule is a commonly used halogen bond donor in crystal growth and design.
We believe that the results reported in this study provide very useful information for further application
of the halogen bond in the fields of supramolecular chemistry, crystal engineering, and optoelectronic
functional materials.
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